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We model an interfae layer onneting two parts of a solid body by N parallel elasti springs
onneting two rigid bloks. We load the system by a shear fore ating on the top side. The
springs have equal stiness but are ruptured randomly when the load reahes a ritial value. For
the onsidered system, we alulate the shear modulus, G, as a funtion of the order parameter, φ,
desribing the state of damage, and also the spalled material (burst) size distribution. In partiular,
we evaluate the relation between the damage parameter and the applied fore and explore the
behaviour in the viinity of material breakdown. Using this simple model for material breakdown,
we show that damage, aused by applied shear fores, is analogous to a rst-order phase transition.
The saling behaviour of G with φ is explored analytially and numerially, lose to φ = 0 and φ = 1
and in the viinity of φc, when the shear load is lose but below the threshold fore that auses
material breakdown. Our model alulation represents a rst approximation of a system subjet to
wear indued loads.
I. INTRODUCTION
The damage of solids subjet to external loads is a progressive physial proess, whih eventually may lead to mate-
rial breakdown. At the mirosopi sale, damage is aused by the loalisation of the stress eld in the neighbourhood
of defets or at interfaes that indue the breaking of the atomi bonds. At a mesosopi sale there is the interation
and oalesene of mirosopi raks or vaanies (voids), whih together initiate a marosopi rak.
One ategory of material damage problems, of great tehnologial and fundamental interest, is the deterioration of
solid surfaes in ontat indued by relative motion. These problems belong to the eld of tribology, in whih frition
and wear of materials are studied [1, 2℄. The rst phenomenologial approah to the problem of wear dates bak to
the 1940's, when Holm [3℄ provided a simple desription for wear of solids, whih later was re-derived and applied
by Arhard [4℄. The Holm-Arhard wear desription states that the amount of wear or the worn mass between two
rubbing surfaes is proportional to sliding work (or dissipation energy due to frition) divided by the hardness of
the surfae; simply m ∝ FNx/p, where m is the worn mass, FN the normal fore or the fore applied normal to the
interfae, x the distane slid and p is the penetration hardness, whih is related to the surfae tension of the solid,
γ, in the manner p ∝ γ3, see [2℄. A mass loss from a solid body assoiates with heat dissipated to the environment,
or from thermodynamis, dQ ≤ TdS, where dQ is the inrement of heat exhange, T the temperature and dS is the
hange in entropy. A shear fore, FS , applied to one of the bodies in a diretion parallel to the interfae plane, auses
slip (a relative motion between parts of the interfae) when FS = µFN , where µ is the oeient of frition. This is
Amontons's seond law of marosopi frition, formulated more than 200 years ago [1℄. Setting dQ = µFNdx and
µ = G/p, with G denoting the shear strength of softer material, we an express the Holm-Arhard desription as
dm ≤ TdS/G, i.e. the worn mass is proportional to the prodution of entropy and inversely to the shear strength of
softer material.
The aim of our study is to investigate the manner in whih a solid material breaks down, when it is subjeted to
a shear fore that reahes a ertain ritial value, by using a simple model for material damage. The system under
study is desribed by N parallel elasti springs onneting two rigid bloks. The system is loaded with a shear fore
ating on the top side. If the relative motion is slow and the system is well ooled, it is possible to neglet the
heat generated at the ontat. Furthermore, negleting the inuene of the normal load, whih mainly introdues
ompressive stresses, and supposing that the rak path is limited to the interfae between the solid bloks, we arrive
at the system studied in this paper. The model an represent rupture of a weld between two solid bodies due to shear
fores.
A solid body subjet to stress an be onsidered as being in a metastable state. It an transform in a self-organised
manner to stable frature state by formation of raks. This self-organised behaviour of de-bonding in solids, whih is
the start of the damage proess, is theoretially analogous the phenomenon of nuleation in rst-order phase transition
[5, 6, 7℄. Zapperi et al. [8, 9℄ have utilised this analogy to study the global breakdown of disordered media under
external loads. They used a two-dimensional lattie model, in whih eah bond of the lattie represents an elasti
2spring that breaks when it is strethed beyond a threshold value governed by a probability distribution. They studied
numerially the random fuse model (RFM) and a spring network in the framework of a mean-eld theory. They
observed that the breakdown is preeded by avalanhe events, whih is analogous to the formation of the droplets
observed near a spinodal deomposition [10, 11℄.
Lattie or disrete modelling approah to material damage dates bak to the 1926 work of Peire, what is presently
known as the global sharing bre bundle [12℄. Peire onsidered N parallel bres, eah with its own rupture threshold.
The bres were linked in suh a way that when one link failed, the load was transformed to and shared equally among
all the intat links. Later, Daniels [13℄ studied and extended this model in detail and determined the asymptoti
distribution of the bundle strength for large N . Sornette [14℄ evaluated the failure harateristi of N independent
vertial lines linked in parallel with idential spring onstants and random failure thresholds. He showed that the
rupture properties of this system is quite distint from systems that are linked in series. Furthermore, Sornette
identied dierent regimes of rupture depending on the range of stresses. (i) An elasti-reversible behaviour was
observed for stresses below ertain threshold, σ1 at whih the rst link failed, (ii) a stress range σ1 ≤ σN , where the
system exhibited a non-linear elasti but reversible behaviour, and nally, (iii) for σ ≥ σN global failure ourred.
Moreover, Sornette showed that the asymptoti properties of global failure threshold of the network system an be
explained in terms of the entral limit theorem of statistis. A review of rupture models an be found in Sornette's book
[15℄. The book by Hermann and Roux oers a review of the eld up to 1990 [16℄. Hemmer and Hansen [17℄ studied and
alulated the distribution of burst avalanhes in bre bundles. They found that for a large lass of failure threshold
distributions, the bursts are distributed aording to an asymptoti saling law s−5/3 for simultaneous rupture of s
bres.
In this paper, we pursue a similar approah as Zapperi et al. [9℄ to investigate analytially and numerially the
breakdown of disordered media subjet to surfae loads. We envisage that the solid, subjeted to shear loading,
ontains an interfae layer, whih onsists of a network of parallel springs. We study the behaviour of the shear
modulus, the order parameter haraterising the state of damage and burst (avalanhe) size distribution. We ompare
the universality of our results with some other failure models, e.g. the bre bundle models and disuss our results in
the ontext of the magneti system.
The organisation of this paper is as follows: In setion II, we present the physial model and its assoiating on-
stitutive relations. In setion III, we outline the method of omputation, numerial and analytial, for the evaluation
of the shear modulus, the variation of the applied load with the order parameter, the ritial exponents and the
avalanhe size distribution. The results of our omputations are presented in setion IV and disussed in setion V.
Some relating bakground material is plaed in the appendix.
II. MODEL
Consider an interfae layer onneting two parts of a solid body onsisting of N equi-spaed parallel springs of equal
length, l, with spring onstants, kj , and randomly distributed rupture deformation thresholds, Dj , where j ∈ [1, N ].
Initially the springs onstants will be set equal (kj = k). If a spring is strethed beyond its rupture threshold, it will
loose its load arrying apaity, i.e., kj = 0. The springs are loaded with a fore, F , ating parallel to the upper
surfae simulating the shear omponent of a wear-induing load, Fig. 1. Eah spring arries the load, Fj = kj∆j ,
where ∆j = lj − l denotes the displaement of spring j. Assuming linear deformation, the deformation of spring i an
be written as
∆i =
N − i
N − 1∆1 +
i− 1
N − 1∆N , (1)
where ∆1 and ∆N is the displaement of the end springs. The state of equilibrium gives
F =
N∑
i=1
Fi =
N∑
i=1
ki∆i;
N∑
i=2
Fi(i− 1)a = 0, (2)
where the equation on the right states that the sum of the moments of all the fores ating on the body is zero and
a denotes the lattie spaing. Equations (1) and (2) are ombined to nd the boundary displaements
3∆1 = F (N − 1)
{
N∑
i=1
ki(N − i)−
∑N
i=2 ki(i− 1)(N − i)∑N
i=2 ki(i− 1)2
N∑
i=1
ki(i− 1)
}−1
, (3)
∆N = −∆1
∑N
i=2 ki(i− 1)(N − i)∑N
i=2 ki(i− 1)2
. (4)
Let us introdue the dimensionless variables, κi = ki/k, εi = ∆i/l, ri = Di/l and f = F/(klN), then Eq. (1) gives
the expression for the strain of spring i, viz.
εi = NfKi ≡ Nf
[
XNi∑N
j=1 κjX
N
j
]
, (5)
where
XNi = (N − i)− SN (i− 1); SN ≡
∑N
i=2 κi(i− 1)(N − i)∑N
i=2 κi(i − 1)2
, (6)
with properties XNN = −SNXN1 and κi = Θ(1− εi/ri), where Θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 and Θ(x) = 0 for x < 0.
We now express the total dissipated energy due to breaking of springs
E =
1
2
N∑
i=1
ki
(
∆2i −D2i
)
, (7)
whih an be rewritten in terms of the dimensionless variables in the form
E{κ} ≡ E
kl2
=
1
2
N∑
i=1
κi
(
ε2i − r2i
)
. (8)
We further rewrite this equation in terms of the external applied fore f using Eq. (5), viz.
E{κ} = 1
2
[
Nf2
G{κ} −
N∑
i=1
κir
2
i
]
, (9)
where G{κ} is given by
G{κ} =

N N∑
j=1
κjK
2
j


−1
. (10)
Here, G an be interpreted as a global shear modulus of the lattie. It depends on the number of broken springs
and the order in whih the springs break.
We dene the order parameter for the system
φ =
1
N
N∑
i
κi. (11)
Then Eq. (9) is expressed in the form
E = 1
2
N∑
i=1
κi
(
f2
φG(φ)
− r2i
)
, (12)
4where G(φ) is re-expressed as a funtion of the order parameter. As has been shown by Zapperi et al. [9℄, the
self-onsisteny requirement on φ yields the following integral equation (see Appendix)
φ = 1−
∫ f√
φG(φ)
0
ψ(r)dr, (13)
where ψ(r) is the probability distribution funtion for the system breakdown.
The suseptibility for the system breakdown is then alulated aording to
χ ≡ dφ
df
= − yψ(y)
f − y2ψ(y)hφ , (14)
where
y =
f√
φG(φ)
; hφ =
1
2
G(φ) + φG′(φ)√
φG(φ)
, (15)
with G′ = dG/dφ. At the onset of breakdown, f = fc and φ = φc, the suseptibility diverges; this orresponds to
ycψ(yc) =
2φcG(φc)
G(φc) + φcG′(φc)
, (16)
with yc = fc/(φcG(φc))
1/2
. We note that by speifying the form of the distribution funtion ψ, Eq. (16) determines
G(φc). In partiular, for ψ = c, where c is a onstant, the dierential equation (16) an be solved to give
G(φc) =
c2f2c
φc (φ0 − φc)2
, (17)
where φ0 > φc is an integration onstant, whih an be determined by omputation.
For f < fc, in the viinity of fc, the suseptibility sales as [9℄,
χ =
dφ
df
∼ (fc − f)−1/2. (18)
Similarly, the orresponding desription for the order parameter is
φ− φc ∼ (fc − f)1/2. (19)
Both relations (18) and (19) are the mean-eld theory preditions, see Appendix.
The shear modulus G(φ) is expeted to obey, in general, a universal saling law for φ ≈ 0, in the form
G(φ) = G0Θ(φ− 1
N
)φτ , (20)
where G0 is a material onstant and τ is a universal onstant determined by experiment or omputation. It is
determined by re-arranging Eq. (20)
τ = lim
φ→0
log |G(φ)|
log |φ| . (21)
Finally in our analysis, we onsider the onept of burst avalanhe distribution [17℄. This onept has relevane to
a system undergoing wear, for whih the size of the avalanhes an be used to estimate the size of the wear fragments.
The size of a burst avalanhe, s, in our system is dened as the number of springs that break simultaneously for a
onstant load [18℄. The burst size distribution, N (s), is generated by ounting the number of bursts of size s that our
as the system breaks down. Hemmer and Hansen [17℄ showed that for a large lass of failure threshold distributions
in the bre bundle models, the bursts are distributed aording to an asymptoti power law,
lim
N→∞
N (s)
N
∼ s−ξ, (22)
with a universal exponent, ξ = 5/2.
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FIG. 1: N parallel springs, onneting bodies I and II, subjeted to a shear load F .
III. COMPUTATION METHOD
The mean-eld theory presented above requires as input the shear modulus, G. One the state of the system
is known, i.e. the number and position of the ruptured links is known, the shear modulus of the system an be
determined from Eq. (10). However, the position of the ruptured springs depends on the sequene in whih they
rupture. The sequene, in turn, depends on the loal rupture thresholds and the applied fore. Even for moderate
system sizes (N ∼ 1000) the number of possible sequenes to failure beome prohibitively large, hene a statistial
method is needed to generate an average, or most probable, shear modulus urve as a funtion of the order parameter
φ. We take two dierent approahes to aomplish this; (a) a numerial sheme and (b) an analyti proedure. We
ompare the mean-eld preditions with quasi-stati simulations of the lattie breakdown.
A. Numerial
The probability that the spring i breaks rst under a uniform strain eld is p = 1/N , sine the rupture limits
are seleted from the same distribution. Here the springs are subjeted to a linear strain eld, meaning that the
probability that the spring i breaks rst, an be written in the form
pi = wip, with wi =
ǫ+i∑N
i=1 ǫ
+
i
, (23)
where wi is a weighting fator based on the loal strains ǫ
+
i of the springs and the plus supersript indiates that only
positive strains are ounted, f. Eq. (5).
The sequene of spring ruptures is then determined numerially by seleting a random number from a uniform
distribution in the interval [0, 1], and breaking the orresponding spring, see Fig. 2. The rupture probabilities,
aording to Eq. (23), are then re-omputed and a new rupturing spring is seleted. The proedure is repeated until a
omplete path to total failure is established. The average shear modulus urve is then found by averaging over several
suh sequenes. Finally, simple regression analysis is made to nd a suitable polynomial or power law expression
approximating the average shear modulus urve.
A quasi-stati method is used to perform the numerial simulations of the breakdown of the spring system (Fig. 1).
The simulation is initiated by assoiating a rupture limit to eah individual spring in the system. The limits are
hosen from a predened distribution. A full set of rupture limits is alled a onguration. For eah onguration,
the omputation starts with all links intat, κi = 1, and the external load equal to zero, f = 0. Next, the load is
inremented and the loal strains are omputed aording to Eq. (5). The loal strains are then ompared to their
respetive rupture limits. If the loal strain exeeds the rupture limit, then the link is broken, i.e. the loal stiness
is set equal to zero. If a rupture has ourred, the loal strains are re-omputed and heked one more against the
rupture thresholds, otherwise the omputation proeeds with the next load inrement. When only one spring remains,
the load loop is interrupted and the omputation proeeds to the next onguration.
6Three dierent failure distribution funtions are studied here; (i) a uniform distribution in the interval ri ∈ [0; 2],
ψ(r) =
{
1
2 r ∈ [0, 2]
0 otherwise
(24)
(ii) a Weibull distribution with shape fator ν = 2 and loation parameter λ = 1,
ψ(r) =
{
ν
λ
(
r
λ
)ν−1
e(r/λ)
ν
r ≥ 0
0 r < 0
(25)
(iii) a Gaussian (normal) distribution with mean value ϑ = 1 and standard deviation σ =1,
ψ(r) =
1
σ
√
2π
e−(r−ϑ)
2/2σ2 . (26)
The ritial values, φc and fc, an be estimated diretly from the mean-eld analysis from Eq. (16). For the uniform
distribution this equation is easily solved, leading to a funtional relationship between fc and φc. For the Weibull and
normal distributions, a Newton-Raphson sheme is employed to nd the load orresponding to a given value of the
order parameter, by nding the roots of Eq. (16). The result is a line in the (φc, fc) plane, whih an be ompared
with the ritial values from the quasi-stati simulations.
10
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FIG. 2: Illustration of how the sequene of breaking of springs is determined from a random number generated aording to a
uniform distribution, see Eq. (23).
B. Analytial
The material onstant G0, f. Eq. (20), is determined exatly when all the springs are intat, i.e. at φ = 1. For
this ase, Eq. (10) redues to the following simple relation:
G|φ=1 = G0 =
1 +N
−2 + 4N . (27)
Hene, as N →∞, G0 → 1/4. The exat expression for G onsists of terms like
∑N
i=1 κi,
∑N
i=1 κii and
∑N
i=1 κii
2
.
With only one spring broken, denoted by j, the sums an be evaluated
N∑
i=1
κi = N − 1, (28)
N∑
i=1
κii = N
2/2 +N/2− j, (29)
N∑
i=1
κii
2 = N3/3 +N2/2 +N/6− j2. (30)
Hene, the slope of G for φ ≈ 1 an be determined, one the position of the rst spring rupture is known, viz.
dG
dφ
∣∣∣∣
φ=1
≈ G(1)−G(1 − 1/N)
1/N
. (31)
7We note that the rst spring breaks aording to a linear distribution, f. Eq. (23), whih is identied by j =
int{2(N − 1)/9}. It orresponds to the average value of the linear distribution. Inserting this j into Eqs. (29)-(30),
then evaluating Eq. (31) and letting N →∞ leads to dGdφ
∣∣∣
φ=1
= 49 . Consequently, the following linear approximation
of G is found
Gφ≈1 =
4
9
φ− 7
36
. (32)
For the system under study, the Nth spring is always the last to break, sine it is subjet to ompressive load.
Moreover, the shear modulus is zero when only one spring remains intat. When only two intat springs remain in
the system, denoting the next to last spring to break as m, the sums in G, f. Eqs. (28)-(30), are evaluated:
N∑
i=1
κi = 2, (33)
N∑
i=1
κii = N +m, (34)
N∑
i=1
κii
2 = N2 +m2. (35)
Inserting Eqs. (33)-(35) in Eq. (10) and using φ = 2/N , it is possible to arry out the limit analysis in Eq. (21),
one the position of penultimate spring rupture is identied.
The springs losest to the lower side of the system (f. Fig. 1) are subjet to ompressive stresses during the
major part of the breakdown proess. Assuming that the ompressive stresses are suiently large, it is possible to
identify the next to last rupture as m = N − 1. Carrying out the limit analysis leads to τ = 3. Hene, the analyti
approximation for G in the limit φ ≈ 0 beomes
Gφ≈0 =
1
4
φ3 ∼ |φ|3. (36)
IV. RESULTS
The results of our omputations of the shear stress, the order parameter vs. the applied shear fore and the burst
size distribution are displayed in a number of gures. Figures 3a-b show the shear modulus averaged over 100 rupture
sequenes of 2001 springs. The sequenes were generated aording to the proedure desribed in Se. III A. This
urve, heneforth, is alled the average shear modulus urve. These gures also show the lower and and upper bounds
of G(φ), respetively. The lower bound urve orresponds to the breaking of the highest strained spring and the upper
urve to the breaking of the least strained spring. From these gures, it an be dedued that G(φ) depends linearly
on φ lose to φ = 1, while it has a saling behaviour (power law dependene) lose to φ = 0, f. Eq. (20). Note that
the average and lower bound shear modulus urves oalese as φ→ 0, see Fig. 3b. This validates the assumption that
spring N − 1 is the seond last to break and onsequently that Eq. (36) is orret.
Using regression, linear and power law expressions are tted to the omputed data. Here, the intervals φ ∈ [0+; 0.25]
and φ ∈ [0.75; 1.0] are hosen to determine the power law and linear law, respetively. Our analysis leads to the
following expressions for G(φ),
Gφ≈0 ∼ 0.217φ3.1297, (37)
Gφ≈1 ∼ −0.22259+ 0.47154φ. (38)
Figures 4a-b show the analytial (Eqs. (36) and (32)) and numerial (Eqs. (37)-(38)) saling and linear laws,
respetively, superimposed on the average shear modulus urve. As an be expeted, the approximated urves deviate
for φ in the mid-range (φ ∼ 0.5).
A system size of N = 10001 springs and a load inrement of ∆f = 0.01/N are used in the numerial simulations
(the quasi-stati method disussed in the foregoing setion) presented here. To gather enough data for statistial
8preditions, eah simulation is repeated for M = 100 dierent ongurations of rupture thresholds r. Values from the
last load step before global breakdown are taken as ritial values. Figure 5a displays the simulated ritial values
of the order parameter, φc and the shear fore fc, for the uniform, Weibull and normal distribution funtions dened
in Eqs. (24)-(26). The three distributions display similar results with respet to satter in fc and φc, see Figs. 5b-.
Using these results (average values of G(φc), φc and fc), we have determined φ0 in Eq. (17) for the uniform failure
distribution given by Eq. (24). We found φ0 = 1.042.
Next, we fous on the relationship between the saling variables φ and f . Figures 6a- show the omputed order
parameter, φ, plotted against the applied load, f , for the three distributions using the quasi-stati method. The
data presented in the gures are averaged over 100 ongurations of rupture threshold. The displayed (φ, f)-plane
is divided into retangles. The arithmeti mean of the values onned within eah retangle is used to represent the
data in the gures. The number of points within eah retangle is utilised as weighting fators to t a saling law
expression Eq. (19) to the simulated data. The saling form of the order parameter predited by the mean-eld theory
Eq. (19) is also depited in Figs. 6a-. The simulated data support the validity of the mean-eld analysis.
Finally, the important onept of burst distribution is explored. For a system undergoing wear, the size of the
avalanhes an be used to estimate the size of the wear fragments [2℄. The size of an avalanhe or burst, s, is dened
as the number of springs that break simultaneously for a onstant load [18℄. The burst size distribution is generated
by ounting the number of bursts of size, N(s), ourring as the system breaks down. Figures 7a- show the burst
distributions for the three hosen rupture threshold distributions for the damage model onsidered here. The three
gures display similar behaviour. However, our simulations indiate that the Weibull and normal distribution give a
higher amount of large bursts (s > 10). The gures also inlude a line with a slope −5/2 (log-log sales), whih is
the theoretial result found for a bre bundle model with global load sharing [17, 19℄. The results indiate that this
saling law has relevane for the system studied here.
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FIG. 3: Numerial simulation of G(φ) averaged over 100 randomly ordered series of ruptures of 2001 springs, solid line. The
dotted and dashed lines depit the lower and upper bounds of G, respetively. (a) and (b) show linear and logarithmi plots,
respetively.
V. DISCUSSION
The results presented in the preeding setion show that the average shear modulus is linearly proportional to the
damage in the beginning of the breakdown proess and has power law harateristis at end of the proess, see Fig. 3.
Consequently, the shear modulus an be approximated with simple relations, whih do not require knowledge of the
path to failure, i.e. the order in whih the springs break. The ritial fore and ritial order parameter (damage)
an be estimated analytially using mean-eld theory one the shear modulus has been determined, provided that the
distribution of the disorder of the material is known. Here, it is assumed that the disorder is quenhed in the system
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FIG. 4: Approximate omputations of the shear modulus G(φ). The solid and dotted lines display numerial and analytial
approximations, respetively. The broken line shows the urve found from averaging over several sequenes of spring ruptures,
see Fig. 3.
and does not hange during the breakdown proess [16℄.
In the preeding setions, we showed that for φ ≈ 0, the shear modulus G sales as G ∼ φτ , with τ = 3, whih we
obtained by analytial alulation, while numerial simulations led to τ ≈ 3.13 in the interval φ ∈ [0+; 0.25]. These
results may be ompared with properties of other ondensed matter systems, e.g. the marosopi ondutane in a
resistor network or the elasti modulus of gels in polymer-system [20℄. For lattie dimensions d ≥ 6, whih orresponds
to a mean-eld approximation, de Gennes found that τ = 3. This result also onforms with a reent alulation by
Xing et al. of the saling behaviour of shear modulus in polymer-system [21℄. Their renormalisation group analysis
shows that τ = 3− 521ǫ, with ǫ = 6−d, whih is idential to the ondutivity exponent of the random resistor network
alulated by Harris and Lubensky [22℄.
The onstitutive relation for damage, φ vs. f , for all the three statistial distributions (Figs. 6a-) indiates that φ
dereases slowly with the inrease in f , then a sharp (disontinuous) drop in φ ours, when the shear fore reahes a
threshold value fc. This sudden transition in the order parameter and the fat that the saling form given by Eq. (19)
desribes the approah to fc so well (f < fc), indiates that material breakdown is a rst-order phase transition, e.g.
similar to a spinodal deomposition, see Appendix.
The burst distributions for the system using the three statistial distributions are displayed in Figs. 7a-. Here the
size distribution of avalanhes is integrated over the load. For a bre bundle model (FBM) with global load sharing
(the load is evenly distributed over the remaining bres) the expeted number of avalanhes N (s), where s is the
size of the avalanhe, sales as N ∼ s−ξ, with ξ = 5/2 [17, 19℄. Although this saling law holds for a large lass of
threshold distributions, this is not always the ase [23℄. For small avalanhes, s < 10, a regression analysis, using
the numerial data shown in the gures, gives an exponent lose to the FBM value, 2.5 ± 0.2. It may be worth to
ompare our results with that for the random-eld Ising model (RFIM) preditions, whih intends to desribe the
behaviour of many magneti materials subjeted to external magneti eld H . For this system, the magnetisation
hanges through nuleation and motion of domain walls. The motion is disrete, i.e. there will be magnetisation
bursts orresponding to reorganisation (or avalanhe) of a domain of spins whih span several deades of size [24℄.
There will be plenty of small avalanhes of spins and fewer and fewer avalanhes of larger and larger sizes [25℄. The
power law dependene for the probability of having an avalanhe of a given size has been determined [24℄. It is shown
that the size distribution of all avalanhes that our in one branh of hysteresis loop (for H from −∞ to +∞) sales
in the form: Nint ∼ s−θF(s, r), where F is a saling funtion and r is a disorder parameter [26℄. The mean-eld
omputation of Perkovi¢ et al. [26℄ gave θ = 94 , whih is lose to the orresponding value predited by FBM.
The breakdown of the system that we onsidered is similar to that of FBM. The proess of breakdown is envisaged to
proeed by the formation of miro-raks. The miro-raks are nuleated aording to a linear distribution funtion,
whih is proportional to the displaement eld. The raks grow up to a ritial size and oalese to form the nal
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FIG. 5: (a) The ritial saling variables φc versus fc for 100 ongurations, omputed by the quasi-stati method, of uniformly
ri ∈ [0; 2], Eq. (24), irles, Weibull (ν, λ)=(2,1), Eq. (25), squares and normal (ϑ, σ)=(1,1), Eq. (26), diamonds, distributed
rupture thresholds of N = 10001 springs. (b) and () display normalised histogram distributions of φc and fc, respetively.
Solid, dotted and dashed lines refer to the uniform, Weibull and normal distribution, respetively. The absissae have been
resaled with the mean value, ϑ, and the standard deviation, σ, to enable omparison between results for the three rupture
threshold distributions.
rak. We found no indiation that a single rak takes over and dominates the breakdown proess. This behaviour
was also found in a two dimensional mesh subjet to a uniform stress eld [9℄.
VI. CONCLUSION
We modelled an interfae layer by N parallel elasti springs that onneted two rigid bloks. We loaded the system
by a shear fore f ating on the top side. The springs were assumed to have equal stiness but were ruptured randomly
when the load reahed a ritial value fc. The state of the material damage for the system, was haraterised by
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FIG. 6: The damage order parameter φ versus the shear fore f averaged over 100 ongurations, omputed by the quasi-stati
method of (a) uniform ri ∈ [0; 2], (b) Weibull (ν, λ)=(2,1), and () normal (ϑ, σ)=(1,1), distributions of rupture thresholds for
N = 10001 springs, respetively. The lines represent the mean-eld saling behaviour.
an order parameter, φ, varying between zero (omplete breakdown) and one (intat). The shear modulus for the
system was numerially simulated over the entire range of φ and it was found that Gφ≈0 ∼ φ3.13 and Gφ≈1 ∼ φ. The
linear behaviour of G(φ) lose to φ = 1 was onrmed analytially. Moreover, our analytial alulation showed that
Gφ≈0 ∼ φ3. We alulated φ vs. f numerially and determined their values at the onset of breakdown, i.e. around
(φc, fc), and also found their variation depending on the failure distribution funtion seleted. We noted that there
was a disontinuous drop in φ around f = fc. The mean-eld theory predited this behaviour for f / fc, leading
to the onlusion that breakdown behaves like a rst-order phase transition. Finally, we alulated the burst size
distribution during rupture and found that the system behaves aording to the preditions of the bre bundle model.
The model presented here an be extended to treat a more realisti representation of wear indued loads by modelling
a two-dimensional lattie omprising a network of bloks onneted to eah other and to a rigid indenter by elasti
springs.
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FIG. 7: Burst size distributions for 100 ongurations using (a) uniform ri ∈ [0; 2], (b) Weibull (ν, λ)=(2,1) and () normal
(ϑ, σ)=(1,1), probability distributions of rupture thresholds for N = 10001 springs, respetively. The straight lines have a slope
of −2.5, see Eq. (22).
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APPENDIX: MAGNETIC SYSTEM AND LATTICE DAMAGE: AN ANALOGY
In magneti language (Ising model), let us envisage that the lattie sites onne spins whih may have only values
σi = +1 and σi = −1. These spins interat with the nearest-neighbours on the lattie with a onstant interation
energy Jij , see e.g. [27℄. In partiular, we onsider the random eld Ising model (RFIM), where at eah site i there
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is a random eld gi and there is an external eld H ating on the system, the Hamiltonian is given by [28℄
HI = −
N∑
<ij>
Jijσiσj −
N∑
i
(H + gi)σi. (A.1)
The system transforms from negative to positive magnetisation as the external eld H is swept upward. Supposing
that eah spin σi always gets aligned with the eetive loal eld and Jij = J , the Hamiltonian (A.1) is simplied to
HI = −
N∑
i
σi
( N∑
j
Jσj +H + gi
)
. (A.2)
In the mean-eld theory of Weiss ([27℄,[29℄), one assumes that every spin is oupled to all N − 1 other spins with
a oupling onstant J/(N − 1). The eetive eld ating on site i is now expressed as hi = JzM/(N − 1) +H + gi
where z is the lattie oordination number and M is the magnetisation, the order parameter, dened as
M =
N∑
j
σj = N+ −N−, (A.3)
where N+ = (N +M)/2 and N− = (N −M)/2 are the number of up-spins and down-spins, respetively. Moreover,
spins with gi < −(JzM/(N−1)+H) will point downward, others will point upward. Sine gi is a stohasti variable,
the self-onsisteny [28℄ provides
m(H) = 1− 2
∫ −Jzm−H
−∞
ρ(g)dg, (A.4)
where m =M/N is the magnetisation per site (N >> 1) and ρ(g) is the probability distribution for the random eld
g. The magneti suseptibility is alulated by dierentiating Eq. (A.4) with respet to H , viz.
χ =
dm
dH
=
2ρ(x)
1− 2Jρ(x) , (A.5)
where x = −Jm − H and we put z = 1 for onveniene. Note that at xc = ρ−1(0.5/J) the suseptibility diverges.
Taylor expansion around xc yields,
χ = J−1 +
0.5J−2
ρ′(xc)(x− xc) + 12ρ′′(xc)(x − xc)2 + · · ·
. (A.6)
Near xc = −Jmc −Hc, we have
χ ≈ 0.5J
−2
ρ′(xc)(x − xc) . (A.7)
Re-writing Eq. (A.7) in terms of m and H ,
dm
dH
= − A
J(m−mc) + (H −Hc) , (A.8)
with A = 0.5J−2/ρ′(xc). Integrating Eq. (A.8), we nd the equation of the state in transendental form for H < Hc
and, lose to Hc, viz.
m−mc = −B log [1 + mc −m+Hc −H
B
], (A.9)
with B = JA. Again series expansion of Eq. (A.9) around mc and Hc results in the dominating ontribution,
m− mc ∼ (Hc −H)1/2. (A.10)
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The suseptibility in this region (H ≈ Hc) sales as
χ ∼ (Hc −H)−1/2. (A.11)
The saling behaviour for the magnetisation, Eq. (A.10) and the suseptibility Eq. (A.11), lose to Hc for H < Hc,
resemble that of the spinodal deomposition in the mean-eld theory of nuleation [10℄.
For the lattie damage model, upon analogy with RFIM, we write the following Hamiltonian
HD =
N∑
<ij>
ǫκiκj +
N∑
i
κi(µ− pi), (A.12)
where ǫ is the inter-spring interation parameter, µ is the eetive hemial potential and pi is a random eld
variable. To make ontat between the lattie damage and magneti system, we write: σi = 2κi − 1. The lattie
damage Hamiltonian, Eq. (A.12), expressed in terms of spin variable σi, beomes
HD = 1
4
[
ǫ
N∑
<ij>
σiσj + 2(ǫ+ µ)
N∑
i=1
σi − 2
N∑
i=1
piσi
]
, (A.13)
where we have left out the onstant spin-independent terms. Comparing Eqs. (A.13) and (A.1), we an relate the
variables in the magneti model and the lattie damage model as follows
J = −ǫ/4; H = −(ǫ+ µ)/2; gi = pi/2. (A.14)
Let us rst rewrite Eq. (A.12) in the form
HD =
N∑
i
κi
(
ǫ
N∑
j
κj + µ− pi
)
, (A.15)
then introdue the order parameter Φ for the lattie damage model
Φ =
N∑
i
κi = N − q. (A.16)
Here, (N − q) and q are the number of intat and broken springs, respetively. In the mean-eld theory Eq. (A.15)
is replaed by
HD =
N∑
i
κi
( zǫΦ
N − 1 + µ− pi
)
, (A.17)
Fashioned after Zapperi et al. [8, 9℄, we rewrite Eq. (9) in the form
E = 1
2
N∑
i=1
κi
(
Nf2
ΦG(Φ)
− r2i
)
, (A.18)
where G(Φ) is re-expressed as a funtion of the order parameter Φ. Now omparing Eqs. (A.17) and (A.18), we
identify
zǫφ+ µ =
f2
2φG(φ)
; r2i /2 = pi, (A.19)
where we plaed φ = Φ/N .
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The relation between φ and the magneti order parameter is m = 2φ − 1. Using this relation and Eq. (A.14), we
an write Eq. (A.4) as
φ = 1−
∫ ǫφ+µ/2
−∞
ρ(g)dg = 1− 1
2
∫ 2ǫφ+µ
0
ρ(p)dp, (A.20)
where we plaed z = 2 and onsidered only pi > 0. By invoking Eq. (A.19), we nd
φ = 1− 1
2
∫ f√
φG(φ)
0
ρ(r)rdr. (A.21)
Similar alulations as made on the magneti order parameter m yield the saling relations for the lattie damage
order parameter φ and the suseptibility χ, f. Eqs. (A.10) and (A.11); i.e. lose to φc for f < fc, we have [9℄,
φ− φc ∼ (fc − f)1/2, (A.22)
χ =
dφ
df
∼ (fc − f)−1/2, (A.23)
where fc is the ritial fore for the lattie breakdown. Both relations (A.22) and (A.23) are the mean-eld theory
preditions.
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